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1. Introduction.

In the space of n complex variables (z,..., z), there exists a
domain B, such that any function analytic in B hss an analytic
continuation over the domain D which is strictly larger than B.
Such D is called an analytic completion of B. For any domain B,
there corresponds a domain H(B) called its envelope of regularity, or
maximal analytic completion, such thatx

(i) H(B) is a analytic completion of B, and
(ii) H(B) S a domain of regularity, i.e. there exists a func-

tion which cannot be continued beyond H(B).
The geometrically explicit form of the envelope of regularity

for a given domain still remains almost unknown. One of the
few resul concerning this branch is the following due to S.
Bochner-)

Theorem 1. The envelope of regularity of a tube-domain T is
its convex hull (conve closure) C(T). Here the tube-domain .neans the
point set which can be written in the form

S, n)}.

where S is a domain in the real n-dimensional space (Xl,... ,x,.), and
S is called the base of T.

It seems qui#;e natural that this theorem should be conjectured
from the facts that he mapping w exp z transformes T into
a covering surface over a Reinhardt domain in (w)-space, and
that the Reinhardt domain of regularity is convex in logarithmic

sense. Bt his original proof is based upon the expansion of the
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